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Empirically,  traditional  money  demand  equations  are  frequently
characterized  by  periods  of  "missing  money",  _-stable  parameters,  and
autocorrelated errors. The common practice to solve these problems consists in
changing the specification of the regressions once the shifts are identified.
These shifts are usually associated to financial innovation 1.
To solve the estimation problems, it is common to find the inclusion of
dummy variables, lagged variables, proxies for expectations, etc. Often, these
amendments improve the fit of the models, but provide no guaran~..ee  that the
estimated equation is the true long-run relationship. In other words, spurious
inclusion of variables may result in biased estimates of the interest rate and
income elasticities of the money demand.
In  this  paper  we  provide  an  alternative  approach  to  deal  with  the
unobservable process  of financial innovation.  It  consists in  modelling financial
innovation as shocks that  have permanent effects on the  money demand, analogous
to productivity shocks in production functions. The entire path of financial
innovation  is  estimated simultaneously  with the  other  parameters, using data for
Chile (1975-89)  and Mexico (1980-89),  by applying a procedure due to Cooley and
Prescott (1973a,b,1976) 2.
Our definition of financial innovation is very broad. It involves pure
Discussions of instability of the demand for money in the U.S. can be
found  in  Goldfeld (1976)  and  Friedman (1988)  . A  comprehensive  survey on the  state
of the art of inoney  demand equations in developed countries can be found in
Goldfeld and Sichel (1990). For developing countries see Fasano-Filho (1986),
Marquez (1987),  Melnick (1989),  Viren (1989) and Laban (1990).
2  In  developing  countries, not  only  "pure  financial  innovation", but
volatility in rates of inflation and currency substitution (or "dollarization")
have been also invoked as provoking shifts in  money demand relationships. They
will b- included in our definition of financial innovation as long as they  have
permanent effects on money demand equations.
1technological  progress  in  transactions, which  we  usually  may  interpret  as
financial innovation.  as well as policy changes such as financial regulation or
deregulation.  Therefore, negative financial innovations  may  be related to  policy
restrictions in  the  payment's  system, rather  than  technological  reversal.  The  key
elemer.t  of our definition is that a financial innovation shock will permanently
shift the  demand for  money.  Empirically  we identify  financial innovation  with all
permanent shifts in money demand not explained by changes in the scale  variable
(income or consumption) and the interest rate.
The theoretical model is a representative infinite-lived consumer with a
transactions  technology  for  money.  Money  is  demanded  because  it  produces
transaction  services.  We  assume  a  specific  transactions  technology  with  a
productivity  parameter  whose innovations  are identified  as financial  innovation.
We show that the reduced form  of the  model is  capable of including  as particular
cases a wide variety of monetary models; e.g. a class of money in the utility
function,  the  fixed-velocity  cash in  advance  model,  and  other specifications  such
as Baumol-Tobin 3,  Cagan (1956), and Miller and Orr  (1963). Thus, we provide
microfoundations to  traditional money demand equations and generalize other
monetary models.  The model follows  the insights  provided  by Feenstra (1985),  who
shows the equivalence between the transactions technology and the money in the
utility functior,  approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes -he theoretical
model. Section 3 shows the failure of traditional money demand equations using
cointegration techniques. Both the equations fail to cointegrate and provide
implausible 2stimates  of the relevant  elasticities.  Section  4 describes  a simple
GLS-iterative econometric model (Cooley-Prescott  procedure) which allows us to
See Baumol and Tobin (1989) for a recent reference.
2recover the path of financial innovation and obtain sensible estimates of the
relevant elasticities. Section 5 shows Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the
beha-vior  of  the  estimation  procedure  for  our  particular  samples  and  data
generating  process, and to study  how robust is the  procedure to some deviations
from the  basic assumptions. Section 6 concludes.
2. THE MODEL
The representative  infinite-lived  consumer  maximizes the  expe_ocd value of
the utility function
co
Es  E  At  -s  u ( c)(1)
where the  subscript s  denotes time,  c is  consumption  of the  only  perishable good,
A  the discount factor and u(.) is a twice differentiable increasing and concave
utility  function.  Es  is  the  expectations  operator  conditional  on  all  the
information  at time s.
There are two assets in this economy:  bonds and money. The nominal return
on bonds is it and on money is zero. However, people demand money because it
facilitates transactions. The larger the money holdings, the less expensive it
is to transact, as less resources have to he devoted to shopping. The shopping
technology describes the amount of resources required to buy one unit of the
consumption good as a function of the ratio of money holdings to consumption
spending (the  inverse  of  velocity). The  amount  of  resources spent  in transactions
is inversely related to this ratio.
The consumer maximizes (1) subject to the flow budget constraint
3bt+  Mt+ Ptct+  h  OtPot6t]P  tct  = Bt  (+  it-1)+  Mt-i PtYt  (2)
where capital letters represent nominal variables. At the beginning of period t
the individual starts with bond holdings of Bt-l  which yield the nominal return
it-; Mt-,  are nominal cash balances, and Yt is labor income in units of  the
consumption good.  At  time  t, after observing capital  and  labor  income  the
individual  chooses consumption,  money and bonds to  be carried to period t+l. In
real terms the budget constraint (2) can be written as
bt+  Int+  ct+ h|  t]  ct =  bt- (1+  rt-)+  In'-_  + Yt  (2') L~~tJ  t  t-1) ~~(1+±r-
where  rt  the  inflation rate  ([Pt+ 1/Pt1-l) and  rt is  the real  interest rate
([Pt(l+it}/Pt, 1]-l).  The  transactions technology is such  that 4 hl(.) <  0 and
hll(-)  > 0, so a decrease in  velocity (increase  in m/c) decreases the unit cost
of transactions,  but at a decreasing  rate. 9 is  a technological  barameter in the
transactions  technology,  by  convention  we  assume  h2(-)  >  05.  Financial
innovation is repr_asented  by changes of 6 through time . A low  value of 6 could
be thought as characterizing a well developed credit market where transactions
can be conducted carrying low real balances. A fall in Ot  could be caused by
technological change as well as policy-induced changes in financial markets.
Maximization of (1)  subject to (2'),  and assuming that both it  and 6t  are
hi  denotes partial  derivative with  respect  to  i=c/m and  9.  Similar
notation is used for second partial derivatives.
5  This formulation to analyze financial innovation  has been proposed in De
Gregorio (1990).  He also extends the  analvsis to  allow for  substitutes of  money.
Thus, 9 could represenc government regulation (e.g. reserve requirements). The
formulation is  popular also in the literature  on inflation taxation (Kimbrough,
1986;  Vegh, 1989).
4known ac time t, yields one Euler equation for the consumption path and one
intratemporal  relation for  money and consumption,  which can  be expressed as (see
Appendix A _or a formal derivatio.0)
Ht  Ct  Et  I +  rt)  U](tI  (3)
hFl 9t  it  (4)
- 1+ it
where
Ht  +h |  t  '  t]  t  1  :  'ot]
Equation (3)  says that the cost  of the  last unit of consumption forgone in
period t must be equal to its marginal benefit in terms of higher consumption
next period. The marginal cost includes the  marginal utility of consumption and
the impact of the last unit of consumption forgone on the resources devoted to
transactions. One less unit of consumption today reducp- the unitary cost of
transaction, so the  marginal utility of consumption today  must be discounted by
a number bigger than one (the term  Ht  in the LHS of equation 3). knalogously  the
marginal increase in utility next period (times the real return) must also be
discounted as the unit of consumption forgone increases the unita-y cost of
transactions next period.
Equation (4)  is the  equilibrium  condition  for  money.  The consumer  allocates
resources to money until the marginal cost of the last unit of money (interest
lost as  money is not an interest  bearing asset) is  equal to the  marginal benefit
associated  to the  reduction  of the  cost  of transactions  today.  The relevant  cost
of  holding  money is  the  nominal interest  as  holding  money  not only implies losing
5the  real return  on interest  bearing  assets  but also the  uepreciation of  value due
to inflation.  The interest rate is  discounted  back as this atemporal equilibrium
condition requires to measure buth the marginal cost and benefit at the same
point in time,
Equation  (4) is the reduced form estimated in this paper. Under  some
specifications for h(-), we can write (4) in the form of a linear regression
which represents a money demand.
Now we can consider a few particular specifications for h(.).
Money in the Utility Function (CES)
For the specification
h(x,5)  = 0  K_  1
where K is an arbitrarily large constant, such that  h >  0, the reduced form (4)
for the money demand equation is:
log(mt)  = Plog(6t)+log(ct)-Plog[  ]  (4a)
which is  equivalent to first  order  conditions  arising from  a  money in  the  utility
function  model for the  case  of  a general  C.E.S  subutilit,  be.ween  consumption and
monev.
The parameter p represents the intratemporal elasticity of substitution
between money and consumption in the subutility (Dornbusch  and Mussa, 1975).  As
discussed in Feenstra (1986) this formulation has, as a particular case, the
fixed-velocity cash-in-advance model (e.g.  Lucas, 1982) when the intratemporal
elasticity of substitution between money and consumption is equal to zero.
6Cagan money demand
A traditional  specification  for  the  money demand  function is  Cagan's (1956)
form.  Unlike the  previous case, the interest  rate is  not in  log form,  but linear
The following form for the function  h(.) generates the Cagan money demand:
h(x,6)  = K5+g(xlog(x/8)-x)
where K is large  enough to  guarantee  h2>0, and  h >  0.  We require that x,'9  be less
than one for h,  to be less than zero and the semielasticity of money demand  with
respect:  to the interest rate to be negative. This assumption  is empirically
verified below. This specification for the transactions technology yields the
following reduced form:
log(R7)  =  log(o  )+log(ct)_  1it  (4b)
and l/o corresponds to the semielasticity of the interest rate 6.
Again, the  fixed-velocity  cash-in-advance  model can  be obtained  by setting
I/o equal to zero. In other words, making the money demand equation insensitive
to the nominal interest rate 7. an interesting difference between obtaining the
fix-velocity model by restricting l/o in (4b)  or p in (4a) to be equal to zero
is  that  the  later  restriction  also  eliminates  the  financial innovation  parameter.
Finally, it is important  to note th  .s  5 is  not introduced  multipicatively
6  Calvo  and Leiderman (1990)  derive  . Cagan  money dcmand  directly from  money
in  the  utility  function by  assuming  a  separable utility  function between
consumption  and  money. In  their  case,  however, the  semielasticity  of the  interest
rate depends  on  the marginal  utility of  consumption and  the  elasticity of
consumption has no direct interpretation.
7  This point has been noted in McCallum (1983).  Other versions of cash-in-
advance, like Svensson's (1985), do exhibit variable velocity and they do not
have a direct interpretation from our transaction technology  model. Englund and
Svensson (1988) and Englund (1989)  present models of financial innovation in a
cash-in-advance economy with variable velocity.
7as  in the CES  case. Otherwise,  the interest rate elasticity wnuld  also be
affected by financial innovation.  As a starting point we prefer to concentrate
in financial  innovation affecting money demand independently from the other
variables.
Scale economies in transactions
Note that until now equation (4) allows only for a scale (consumption)
elasticity  equal to  one. Of  course this is  a  restrictive  assumption.  We know from
traditional  models a la  Baumol-Tobin  or  Miller-Orr that transaction  technologies
may  involve increasing returns to scalr  and therefore, the scale elasticity
could be  less than one. In  fact, the Baumol-Tobin rrodel  suggests that this
elasticity is  equal to 1/2,  and the  Miller-Orr model implies  an elasticity equal
to 1/3.
To obtain  a scale  elasticity less  than  one irL  the  context  of our framework,
it is enough to assume that the transactions technology not on'ly  depends on
velocity,  but also on the  level  of  consumption.  Hence,  high levels  of  consumption
would require a lower ratio m/c for the same unitary cost of transactions. A
technology involving this assumption would be:
h =  lfd l  'f 6 where c  E  (0,1]  (5)
where in this case the scale elasticity of the money demand is equal to Q.
From the above discussion,  we can summarize the general form of the  money
demand  equation which will  be  the  focus of  empirical  application. The
equation, in a regression form, can be written as
log(mt)  = log( 6 t) +  0  log(ct)  +  a  bt  +  S  t  (6)
Vt  is a  white  noise distributed  normally  with  variance co. 2. The error  vt  can
8be considered a measurement error 8, some form of expeetational or aggregational
error, or ozher departures from our model, e.g. liquidity constraints 9.
6t  is some measure of the interest rate.  As di.scussed  above, the interest
rate could be in log form as in (4a), in which case a is an elasticity; or in
linear form as itl  (4b), in  which case a is the semielasticity. It also could be
it or  it/(l+it) depending  on  whether  we  consider  money  accumulated  today
affecting today's  or tomorrow's transaction  technology (in  this  paper we use the
latter convention  as budget  constraint  (2)  indicates). Finally,  the  scale
elasticity must be less or equal to one.
3. THE LACK OF COINTEGRATION OF TRADITIONAL MONEY DEMAND EQUATIONS
By traditional money demand we mean the relation like (6) with a fixed
intercept. Variations  of  this  regression equation  constitutes  most  of  the
literature oai  the demand for money.
Typically, estirpations  of money demand equations like (6) with a fixed
intercept  have found several anomalies. The existence of protracted periods of
missing  money,  highly  autocorrelated  errors,  and implausible  parameter  estimates,
suggest  that  there  is  a  m.sspecification  in  the  model.  The  problem.s  of
traditional estimations are compounded by  the time series properties of  the
8  Our theory is a specification for household money demand. The series m
(MI) includes  other sectors (corporate,  government, etc.) so  we can assume that
household  demand  is being  measured with  error by  Ml.  Implicitly we  assume
household demand
h= mt =emte
then, when taking log, we obtain the white noise error in the regression.
9  The  presence of liquidity constraints affects the intratemporal  decision
of consumption versus money holdings by changing the measure of the opportunity
cost,  which in this  case  would include the  lagrange  multiplier for the liquidity
constraint.
9variables  themselves. As we will see below, money, income (consumption), and
nominal  interest rates are often non-stationary processes  (more specifically
integrated  of  orde;  one  or  I(1)  processes).  Hence,  the  "true"  long-run
relationship among these  variables can only be assessed if cointegration holds.
Most linear  combinations  among the  level  of I(1)  variables are  I(1),  except
for  the  cointegrating  vector(s)  (if  it exists),  in wL.ich  case  the  linear
combination is  I(0) (Engle  and  Granger, 1987).  This  cointegrating  vector  captures
a long-run relatior.snip  among  the variables. Loosely  speaking, although  the
variables  may  b,  moving  everywhere  as  time  goes  on,  there  is  (are)  a
relationship(s) among the  variables that remains  between certain limits. In our
case real  balances,  consumption (or income)  and some  measure of che  opportunity
cost of money could be a stationary process. The coefficients of this linear
combination describe the  demand for money. Money demand relationships  have been
typical  example  in  the  development  of  tests  and  estimation  procedures  on
cointegration (Engle  and Granger, 1987,  Stock and  Watson, 1989,  and  Johansen and
Juselius, 1990).  They have also been recently  used for  estimation in developing
countries (Melnick, 1989 and Laban, 1990).
Aniother  important issue we want  to explore is what is the right scale
variable: private consumption or GDP. Our  model  is obtained  from household
optimization, in which case the relevant scale variable is private spending'o.
Using  the  wrong  scale  variable  will  produce  estimators  without  clear
interpretation. It also has different policy implications. For example, Mankiw
and Summers  (1986) show in an  IS-LM framework that when  consumption is the
relevant scale variable, a tax cut may be contractionary because of a large
'4 If  money is  an input in the  production  process, it  could  be the case that
firm's demand for money would be a function of output.
10increase  in interest  rate in response to the increase in money demand. Although
evidence for developed countries suggests that about two third of real balances
are held by households,  the extrapolation of this conclusion  to developing
countries could  be controversial as firms may have much less sophisticated cash
management  procedures. The  resolution of  this question, however,  should be
empirical. We address this issue by using bcth income and consumption as the
scale variable.
Next  we describe the  data  and investigate  the  time  series  properties of the
variables. The section is closed  with an assessment  of the fixed-intercep.  money
demand equation in the light of recent cointegration literature.
3.1 Data
We estimate the model with quarterly data from Chile during the period
1975-1989 and  Mexico 1980-198911.  The data are described in  Appendix B. For each
country we used data on Ml, short-term interest rate, consumption and GDP. The
series of money, consumption and GDP are normalized by  total population, as
suggested by the theory.
Using standard Dickey-Fuller and Augmented-Dickey-Fuller tests it can be
seen that  there is  strong  evidence that  most  of the  series  are  well characterized
by processes  with unit roots.  The results are  presented in  Table BI,  Appendix B.
All the series  are the  log of the  respective  variabla.  The tests in levels  do  not
reject the  null hypothesis that the series have a unit root. The tests in first
differences reiect the null hypothesis of unit root. Therefore  the evidence
supports  the  hypothesis  that the  variables are  difference  stationary or I(1).  The
only exception is  GDP in Mexico where stationarity  around a deterministic trend
1'  In Chile market interest rates start in 1975, and in Mexico quarterly
consumption  starts  in  1980.
11appears as a likely specification.
Since the  variables are well characterized by a I(1) stochastic process a
cointegrating vector among the variables entering the money  demand could be
estimated. As we claim below, the variables in general fail to cointegrate.
3.2 Estimations
In Tables 1 and 2 we report the results of the money demand equation (6)
with a fixed intercept for Chile and Mexico, respectively. Dickey-Fuller and
Augmented-Dickey-Fuller statistics  are computed  for the  regression error.  We use
both consumption  and output as the  scale  variable in the regressions.  The column
named interest  rate in the  Tables indicates  whether the interest rate is in log
(as in equation 4a) or linear (as in equation  4b). In all regressions we detect
evidence of strong seasonality, so seasonal dummies were included.
The fit  of the  regressions is  relatively  good for  both countries.  A closer
look, however, shows serious anomalies. The estimated values  for the income
elasticity in  Mexico are surprisingly  high (between  5  and  6).  This happens  mainly
because of the small  variance of income  and consumption during  our sample  period
as opposed to that of Ml. In the case of Chile, as most previous estimations
conclude, the income  elasticity is larger  than  one which  has neither theoretical
nor practical appeal. However, it is worth noticing that the value for this
parameter is in  both countries smaller  when consumption is employed  as the  scale
variable instead  of GDP.
The  results in  both  cases strongly  reject  cointegration.  That is,  we cannot
reject the  hypothesis that the error term in the regressions is  non-stationary.
Therefore, the  results from these regressions  cannot be interpreted as long-run
12money demand estimations 12.
Recently,  Perron  (1989) has  suggested  that  "discrete breaks"  in  the
economic  environment  may induce  unit roots  in  stationary  series.  Therefore, after
filtering the  series from these large breaks,  the resulting process may be
stationary. Perron (1989) suggests that the crash of 1929 and the oil shock of
1973  are  examples of such  discrete breaks  which induce  GDP to "look  like"  an I(1)
process.  For a  similar reason, we  introduce dummy variables  in Chile after
1984.III and in Mexico after 1987.IV. In both cases casual evidence suggests a
structural  change.  Although  the  dummies  appear  to  be  significant  and  the
absolutes  values  of  the  Dickey-Fuller  and  Augmented-Dickey-Fuller  tests  increase,
they are still below the critical values to accept cointegration 13.
The main  conclusion from these results is that  standard money  demand
equations,  no  matter whether  consumption  or income  is  used as  the scale  variable,
do not provide a long-run relationship.
We interpret  the failure  of the  money  demand  equation to  cointegrate  as due
to the omission of an important  unobservable component which we call financial
innovation. The next section shows the results of our proposed approach.
4. ESTIMATING FINANCIAL INNOVATION
In  this  section  we  describe  the  assumptions  regarding  financial  innovation,
the econometric technique to  be used, and the  motivations for this choice.
12  We  also  run  the  Stock  and  Watson  (1989)  regression  to  have  non
degenerated distributions for the standard  errors, using four leads  and lags of
the first differences of the RHS variables. The values of the scale variable
elasticity raised even further away from one.
13  See Laban (1990)  for a summary of the  evidence in Chile and a discussion
of cointegration  when a dummy is incorporated.  He does not reject cointegration
when the dummy is added from 1984.III.  His estimation is for a shorter period,
output is the scale variable, and the data are not in per-capita terms.
13The most important  departure in this section from a standard money demand
is that the intercept in the regression is no longer a constant. It  may reflect
technical progress in the transactions technology as well as institutional and
policy conditions that  may affect directly  the necessity of money as a medium of
exchange. For example, allowing "dollarization" and the use of foreign  currency
to make  transactions and  improvements in credit markets  ability to provide
alternative medium of exchange (e.g.  credit cards) will shift the intercept of
the money demand.
In  modelling this  financial  innovation  variable,  we should  bear in  mind the
results from the  previous section.  The failure to  cointegrate of the traditional
money  demand  equation  might  indicates  that  an  unobservable  non-stationary  process
is omitted from the regression. Consequently, we model financial innovation as
a non-stationary process. This assumption is also consistent with the idea that
financial innovation is  like  technical  progress.  Once financial innovation  takes
place, it permanently shifts the money demand.
We propose to model log(Ot) in (6) as a difference stationary process,
which for simplicity is assumed to  be a random  walk. Therefore, a realization  of
a financial innovation shock will have a permanent effect on the money demand.
We also assume that the innovations in the random walk are orthogonal to the
error in the regression.




f t  -N(O,ca)
cov(et,Lvt)  =  0
Therefore the money demand (6)  becomes
log(mt)  =  ?t  + 0  log(ct)  +a Et  + Vt  (7)
This is  a standard regression  equation  besides the fact  that the intercept
evolves as a random walk.
We use a procedure first applied by Cooley and Prescott (1973a,b),  which
for the sake of completeness is described below
14. For a sample size T and by
recursive substitution, we can substitute nt  by nT  in (7) to obtain
T
log(mr)  =  nT  +  0  log(Ct)  +  a  6t  +  Vt  - (8)
All parameters in equation (8)  are time-invariant and therefore can be
estimated by least squares. The only correction is that the error term is no
longer i.i.d. Defining ut  as vt  - ET=t+le,,  it is easy to verify that
COV(At1 ,'t 2) =  a' 2 I(tl=t2)  +  C2  min{T-t 1 ,T-t.)
where 1(.)  is  an indicator  function that takes  a value of one when the condition
in  parenthesis holds and zero otherwise. The Cooley-Prescott procedure consists
of estimating equation (8)  bv GLS correcting by the variance-ccvariance matrix
of the transformed residuals. This variance-covariance matrix does not need to
be estimated because it is known.
Since we are interested in estimating the whole path  ({t),  we can write,
I'  Greene  (1990) provides  also  a  simple  description.  For  a  detailed
treatment and the  discussion of the  asymptotic  properties of the  estimators, see
Cooley and Prescott (1976).
15for any given r  e (1  .. T), a similar equation to (8) as
log(mt)  = f7r  +  log(ct)  +  a 6t + m(m)t  (9)
where p(m)  is just the following straightforward generalization of p  defined
previously
Vt-  E  e,  for  r>t
T-t'1
mmrt  =  vLt  for  r.t
t
Vt+  E,  C,  for  r<t
With this generalization  and redefining the  variances of the i.i.d. random
variables as af  _ ya 2 and  a2  - (l-7)a2,  it can be verified that the variance-
covariance  matrix  of  pum),  named  here  D(r),  is given  by the  expression
(1(r)  =  a
2 [  (1-Y)I  +  -Y(r)  ]
where  [  (I)I  j  = min({  i-rl,lj-rl)
Therefore, given  the  matrix  0(r)  we can  estimate  equation (9)  using GLS for
all values of r  from I  to T. This procedure allows us to recover the whole path
of  t7
Finally we need to estimate the value of  y.  This parameter reflects the
relative importance  of the permanent shocks to the money demand with respect to
the transitory shocks. When  y - 1, only the permanent shock appears in the
equation.  In  this case  all  changes  in money  demand  are  due  to  financial
innovation.  The estimation of  this case is  equivalent to  estimating equation (9)
in first differences. On the other extreme, y - 0 implies that n  is a constant
and OLS applied to the equation in levels would be the appropriate method.
We can estimate the maximum likelihood estimator of -y.  The concentrated
16likelihood function for a given y  (after replacing the estimators of the other
parameters in the regression) is
(7)  =  T[l+ln(27r)  .ln(s2)]_  ln(  10(y)  I)
where s2 is the  estimated  variance of the regression  residuals.  A grid search  for
y between 0 and 1 give us the maximum likelihood estimator.
Summing up,  the  steps of  the estimation  are  the  following. We  first
estimate (9)  by GLS and do a grid search  over y for r-Tl 5. We then choose - that
maximizes the likelihood function  and proceed to compute the path  of n  iterating
o(r)  for  all  I'-l..T.
The procedure has two advantages when compared to other alternatives to
estimating  time-varying  parameters (e.g.  Kalman  filtering).  First, it  is  possible
to formally show that this  method generates the same  numerical estimates for  all
the parameters assumed to  be constant in  our equation (a  and 0).  Second, it  uses
the whole sample period to estimate each variable parameter. It is more than an
updating  rule  because it  uses future information.  There is  no reason in  our  model
to  use only the information  from 1 to t to  estimate nt  instead  of  using the  whole
sample from 1 to T.
We first  discuss the results  for  Chile (Table  3)  and then  for  Mexico (Table
4).
In Chile the maximum likelihood estimator of y is 0.63 when the interest
rate is in a log form, and 0.7  when it is  in a linear form (Cagan).  We also show
15  This step could be done for any r.  The results however do not change
significantly.
17the estimation for a low value of y-0.2 and the maximum -y_116.  The likelihood
function is relatively flat, so there is a problem of precis',. in the estimate
of  y. The  likelihood function  increases very  fast for y below 0.1  or 0.2,
becoming then flatter for  higher values. The scale elasticities (consumption as
scale) of money demand are very close to one.
The  interest  rate  elasticities  also  fall  with  respect  to  the  OLS
estimation, being the latter clese to zero in the log form and close to  -0.4 in
the linear case.
If we were to plot the actual and fitted series from our regression, we
could hardly distinguish  the twc lines.  In general the R2 of the estimated
regression are very high, over 99%17*  A useful way to present the results is to
isolate the explanatory power of consumption and interest rate on one  hand, and
the financial innovation shocks on the other. We do that by plotting in Figure
1  the actual series of (the log of) money and the fitted value implied by the
parameter estimates in Table 3 and a constant intercept. For the latter we use
the estimated sample mean of the intercept. In Figure 2  we plot the path of the
intercept. In  both cases we plot the series obtained from regression 5 in Table
3,  that  is the linear  (Cagan) form for the  interest rate with  the  log of
consumption as the scale  variable.
From Figure 1  we see that the effect of financial innovation is important
before 1983  causing alternative  periods  of under  and  over estimation  of the  money
demand. By 1984 the  money demand becomes relatively  more stable and there is no
"missing  money".  As  we  mentioned  above,  previous  evidence  suggests  an
16  The case y=O is the OLS regression from the section 4.1
17  As expected, the regression residuals (estimated -alue of v) are very
close to a white noise.
18overestimation of money demand after 1984. It is important to recall that 1984
is the year where a strong recovery of the Chilean economy started. Output and
consumption kept  growing  for the next 5 years.  Obviously, an  upward-biased
elasticity  of the scale  variable (Table  1)  would  produce an  overestimation of the
money demand during the period of recovery. From Figure 1 we can see that once
the  omitted  "financial  innovation'  variable  is  included  and  the  correct
elasticity is recovered (close  to 1),  no app&)ent "missing money" is there. Th
missing money  therefore is largely due to the misspecification of the money
demand before 1984 which biases the relevant elasticities, as Figure 1 shows
surprising stability after 1984.
During the financial liberalization that occurred in Chile in the late
70's,  Figure  2  shows  negative  financial  innovation,  which  may  seems
contradictory.  However financial innovation  and  financial intermediation  are not
necessarily related in a direct way. The former affects the saving opportunity
(technology)  available  to  households,  whereas the  latter  affects  the  transactions
technology.  According to Figure 2, the increase in financial intermediation in
the late seventies was  at accompanied by progress in transactions. Moreover,
this  period was also characterized  by increasing macroeconomic stability, which
may have caused a return to money as a medium of exchange.
The estimations for Mexico are presented in Table 4 and Figures 3 and 4;
again for regression 5 in Table 4.
In contrast to Chile, the likelihood function increases monotonically as
we approach  y  equal to 1. Table 4 also presents  -0. 2 and y-0. 7 as a way to
assess the  estimation. Unlike Chile,  the likelihood  function is  not flat  and the
value of y makes a significant difference on the  values of the coefficients for
consumption  and  the rate  of  interest. Surprisingly, we  obtained  much  more
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215.  MONTE CARLO EXPERIMEIITS
It is not obvious what is the small sample  performance of the econometric
procedure employed here.  It could be possible that given the data generating
process of our  variables, the  estimator  had some small  sample  bias. For instance,
looking at the results for Mexico, one wonders whether the  ML estimator of 1 for
y could be due to a small sample problem.
In  order to  assess  the  above concerns,  we perform  Monte Carlo  experiments.
We generate data and simulate the  model of Section 4, and then see whether there
is evidence  of  any  small  sample bias.  Specifically,  we  are  interested  in
detecting any  possible  bias in  the  estimation of y  and the  relevant elasticities.
For both countries we use the parameter estimated in the linear (C&gan)
model of the previous section for both the elasticities and variance of the
errors. The data generating process of consumption and interest rate is assumed
to  be a VAR in first difference, which is consistent with the evidence reported
in Appendix  B. We estimate  the VAR with  four lags  (Appendix C).  For every
iteration  we compute the left-hand-side  variable by generating the data from the
VAR representation and adding the financial innovation variable (random  walk).
In this  way the results of the  Monte  Carlo simulations  are not  conditional to  any
particular realizations of these  variables.
Table 5 summarizes the  results. We provide both the  median and mean of the
empirical distribution of  y and  the elasticities. Given the results in the
previous section, we simulate the model for a range of -y  between 0.4 and 1.0 for
both countries.  As we can see, the  results are quite satisfactory. The scale and
interest rate  elasticities  ate  virtually  identical  to  the  true  population
parameters,  both using the  mean or the  median criterion.  The interest  elasticity
for Mexico, however, is somewhat imprecise.
22Regarding  y,  we  should  only  consider  the  median  estimator  of  the
replications due to the character of the procedure, which restricts the search
of - between zero and one. Consequently, the mean will necessary be biased when
the true  -y  deviates from  0.5. For example if  the true  y is  distributed  around one
the mean will be s-rictly less than one (because  we search between zero and one
only). Looking at the median of y, we can see a small bias downward for lower
values of y. For Chile, ttie  median is equal to the true value for all Y except
0.4. For Mexico, the median is lower than the true value of y for 0.4 and 0.6.
From these Monte Carlo simulations we can conclude that, assuming our model is
well specified, there is no small sample biases.
The second  question we want to address is to  assess any  possible bias when
the process assumed for the errors in the regressions are different to those
assumed by the estimation procedure. This seems particularly important in the
case  of  Mexico,  where according to  Figure  4, financial innovation  appears to  have
a downward drift. We do the  next Monte Carlo simulations for  Mexican data only.
We depart from our assumptions in three  ways. First we assume that ,t  has
a  negative drift, so there is  permanent financial innovation. Second  we explore
the case where  vt is a more complicated integrated process, an ARIMA(l,i,0),
instead  of the random  walk (ARIMA(O,l,0)).  Finally  we assume that the stationary
shock of equation (7) is  AR(l) instead of a white noise. In the last two cases
we use a coefficient of autocorrelation of 0.8.
The results are  presented in  Table 6 for true  y equal to  0.4, 0.7 and 1.0.
It is clear from this table that when the true y is different from one the
estim-tor of y  is  biased upwards.  Looking  at the  median estimate,  we see that for
a true y equal to  0.7, the  median of the estimates of - is one in two out of the
three cases,  and nr  95 in the third.  When the  true y is  0.4, the  median is  between
230.8 and 1 in the th-ee  cases. However it is interesting to  notice that the other
elas.ticities  seem  to be  very  well  estimated  around  -0.6  for  the  interest
semielasticitv and 1 for the scale elasticity. This simulation allows us to
conclude that deviations from the assumptions of the estimation along the lines
explored here, will bias only the estimate of -y.
The results of this  Monte Carlo study implies that for the Mexican case,
if the true process of the errors were like the ones examined here, we should
look at an equation with a lower y than the ML estimator. For instance, for the
processes assumed in these experiments, y-0.7 seems to  be a reasonable estimate
(equation  5,  Table 4). In this  case, the interest  rate  elasticity in  Mexico  would
be -0.8  and the  consumption elasticity  1.5,  which is  greater  than the  theoretical
bounds.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Attempting to  disentangle the  shifts in  money demand from movements along
the money demand schedule is worthwhile pursuii.,.  Episodes of  velocity shifts
are abundant in  the empirical literature  from inflationary  countries.  Whether or
not velocity  shifts permanently after a stabilization plan  is  important to
understand the events after such a plan takes place. In Mexico we observed that
velocity stays up after the stabilization of 1987 (Ratchet effect)  . The same
result is observed in Israel after the stabilization of 1986, and in Argentina
after  the Austral Plan  (a result recently challenged by Melnick,  1990). In
contrast,  in Chile  after the 1975 stabill.zation,  a recovary  in velocity  is
observed, which occurs also with a process of financial deepening.
We provide a framework which allows us to disentangle those shifts and
estimate the other parameters (elasticities) simultaneously. Perhaps the best
24argument in favor of our approach is the reasonable and consistent results we
find for Chile and Mexico.  In both cases we  show that the high  elasticity
estimates  (interest  rate  and  the  scale  variable)  provided  by  traditional
estimations are apparently due to an oiaitted  and unobservable variable which we
call financial innovation.  After controlling for  this  variable, under the  simple
assumption that those shocks  (innovations) have permanent  effects, sensible
parameter  estimates  are  obtained  in both  countries. We  have  been  able  to
understand the source of the "missing" money in Clile after 1984. We have also
been able to obtain "economically sensible"  money demand  parameters for  Mexico,
as the estimates from traditional approaches do not make sense. In the latter
case  we found that  most  of the  movements of money  demand  during the  eighties  are
due to financial innovation shocks and the results appears to be sensitive to
misspecifications.
The theoretical model presented in section 2 accommodaves a wide variety
of  models of  households demand for  money,  providing microeconomic foundations to
traditional  money demand estimations.  For instance,  the  model  replicates exactly
the famous Cagan  money demand  as  the result of  the consumer  intertemporal
optimization.
Our model also provides an explanation for the lack of a stable relation
betwccn inflatioi-  aiid  seigniorage. For instance,  at the same inflation rate and
consumption per capita, Mexico would be able to  collect seigniorage in 1989 60%
below  that in 1980. This  is the direct implication of the estimated path of
financial innovation during the period of inflation. Because the shocks are
permanent, velocity did not fall after the stabilization of 1987.
It would be interesting to extend the framework of this study to tighten
the definition of financial innovation. Our definition of financial innovation
25as "everything  persistent different from consumption and interest rate" is too
broad. Distinguishing policy  induced shifts from pure technological progress
could be a fruitful agenda to explore in the future. For example, it could be
important  to  disentangle  a shift  away from  money  due to  macroeconomic instability
(currency substitution and capital flights), from the introduction of "credit
cards". If part of the estimated path of "financial innovation" for Mexico is
actually due to macroeconomic  instability, we should expect to see velocity
falling over the next quarters as macroeconomic stability takes place.
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29Table 1: COINTEGRATION AND MONEY DEMAND, CHILE 1975.I-1989.IV
ln(mlt)  - ,1  +  0  ln(scalet)  +  a  interestt  +  Vt
Variables  Estimated Parameters
scale  interest  ,  ,  R2  ADF(4)
rate  DW  DF
C  log  -1.308  1.320  -0.086  0.74  -1.42
(0.154)  (0.154)  (0.028)  0.43  -2.60
Y  log  -2.022  1.448  -0.065  0.66  -1.12
(0.374)  (0.211)  (0.035)  0.54  -2.90
C  linear  -0.823  1.209  -0.906  0.75  -1.63
(0.279)  (0.163)  (0.260)  0.40  -2.64
Y  linear  -1.419  1.271  -0.898  0.70  -1.35
(0.442)  (0.212)  (0.300)  0.50  -2.89
C  linear  -0.667  1.159  -1.308  0.79  -2.17
(dummy)  (0.258)  (0.150)  (0.264)  0.55  -3.34
Y  linear  -1.615  1.419  -1.316  0.81  -2.71
(dummy)  (0.355)  (0.172)  (0.251)  0.98  -4.54
Notes:
Interest rate variable is computed as i/(l+i). DW: Durbin Watson, DF: Dickey
Fuller, ADF(4): Augmented Dickey Fuller with four lags. 5% critical values for
the  Durbin  Watson, Dickey  Fuller  and  Augmented  Dickey  Fuller statistics  are 1.02,
-4.11 and -3.75, respectively (Engle and Yoo, 1987). All Regressions  include
seasonal dummies.  Dummy variable in last two regressions is  one since 1984:III.
Standard errors are in parenthesis.
30Table 2: COINTEGRATION AND MONEY DEMAND, MEXICO 80:I-89:III
ln(mlt)  - ,7  +  X  ln(scalet)  +  a  interestt  +  Ut
Variables  Estimated  Parameters
scale  interest  7  a  R2  ADF(4)
rate  DW  DF
C  log  -18.50  5.252  -0.338  0.74  -1.14
(  3.44)  (1.009)  (0.158)  0.21  -0.58
Y  log  -27.33  6.512  -0.490  0.74  -1.68
( 5.02)  (1.223)  (0.138)  0.26  -1.15
C  linear  -18.52  5.552  -2.851  0.73  -1.32
( 3.67)  (0.876)  (1.520)  0.23  -0.81
Y  linear  -27.46  6.912  -4.170  0.72  -1.84
( 5.47)  (1.269)  (1.418)  0.28  -1.56
C  linear  -12.92  4.079  -4.047  0.90  -2.19
(dummy)  (  2.39)  (0.634)  (0.952)  0.83  -3.06
Y  linear  -18.09  4.753  -5.228  0.88  -2.11
(dummy)  (  3.99)  (0.924)  (0.975)  0.83  -3.36
Notes:
Interest rate variable is computed as i/(l+i). DW: Durbin Watson, DF: Dickey
Fuller, ADF(4): Augmented Dickey Fuller with four lags. 5% critical values for
the  Durbin  Watson, Dickey  Fuller  and  Augmented  Dickey  Fuller  statistics  are 1.02,
-4.11 and -3.75 (for 50 observations), respectively (Engle and Yoo, 1987). All
Regressions include  seasonal dummies. Dummy variable in last two regressions is
one since 1984:III. Standard errors are in parenthesis.
31Table 3: FINANCIAL INNOVATION AND MONEY DEMAND, CHILE 1975.I-89.IV
ln(mlt)  - nt  +  0  ln(ct)  +  a interestt  +  vt
?7t  - t-1  +  t
Estimated Parameters
No.  interest  -a  SE  LIK
rate
1.  log  0.20  1.121  -0.043  0.060  80.66
(0.125)  (0.027)
2.  log  0.63 *  1.081  -0.033  0.058  83.92
(0.138)  (0.027)
3.  log  1.00  1.053  -0.024  0.067  82.09
(0.150)  (0.027)
4.  linear  0.20  1.087  -0.390  0.056  80.91
(0.142)  (0.213)
5.  linear  0.70 *  1.022  -0.413  0.058  85.01
(0.142)  (0.213)
6.  linear  1.00  0.994  -0.434  0.066  83.77
(0.150)  (0.209)
Notes:
Interest rate  variable  is  computed as  i/(l+i). SE:  standard  error  of  the
regression.  LIK: likelihood function.  All Regressions include  seasonal dummies.
Standard  errors are in  parenthesis. "*"  indicate  the ML estimator for  -y  e  [0,1].
32Table 4: FINANCIAL INNOVATION  AND MONEY DEMAND, MEXICO 80.I-89.III
ln(mlt)  - nt +  0  ln(ct) +  a interestt  +  vt
7t  =  nt-l  +  et
Estimated Parameters
No.  interest  Y  a  SE  LIK
rate
1.  log  0.20  2.258  -0.141  0.069  43.76
(0.454)  (0.027)
2.  log  0.70  1.467  -0.123  0.050  57.40
(0.419)  (0.^63)
3.  log  1.00 *  1.036  -0.095  0.050  61.40
(0.417)  (0.060)
4.  linear  0.20  2.287  -1.014  0.070  43.19
(0.460)  (0.652)
5.  linear  0.70  1.462  -0.826  0.051  56.76
(0.427)  (0.528)
6.  linear  1.00 *  1.016  -0.536  0.051  60.77
(0.425)  (0.492)
Notes:
Interest  rate  variable  is  computed as  i/(l+i). SE:  standard error  of  the
regression. LIK: likelihood function.  All  Regressions include  seasonal dummies.
Standard errors  are in  parenthesis. "*"  indicates  the  ML estimator for  -y  e  [0,1].
33Table 5: MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENT FOR CHILE AND MEXICO
ln(mlt)  - t  --  0  ln(ct)  +  a interestt  +  ut
-t  - t-1  +  it
a
True
Y  Median  Mean*  Median  Mean  Median  Mean
Chile:
0.4  0.375  0.390  1.0057  1.0092  -0.394  -0.399
0.6  0.600  0.584  1.0020  1.0012  -0.399  -0.404
0.8  0.800  0.773  1.0041  1.0056  -0.403  -0.406
1.0  1.000  0.942  1.0070  1.0102  -0.410  -0.411
Mexico:
0.4  0.325  0.400  1.0004  0.9939  -0.576  -0.584
0.6  0.575  0.552  1.0067  1.0050  -0.628  -0.617
0.8  0.800  0.740  0.9916  0.9928  -0.575  -0.585
1.0  1.000  0.893  0.9943  1.0075  -0.601  -0.598
Notes:  Median and  Mean of  Cooley-Prescott  estimators  based on 1000 replications.
For y, the estimator of every iteration is the ML estimator after a grid search
between zero and one, with a step length of 0.025. For the data generating
process of consumption and interest rates see Appendix C. The true consumption
elasticity in  both cases is  one; the true interest  rate semi-elasticity are  -0.4
for Chile  and  -0.6 for  Mexico (equation  5,  Tables 3  and 4 respectively);  the true
mean for the financial innovation variable are -0.55 for Chile and -2.55 for
Mexico (Figures 2 and 4); and the true o2  are 0.0034 and 0.0026 for Chile and
Mexico respectively (square  of SE in equation 5, Tables 3  and 4). See section 5
for more details.
*:  This column is  included  as  additional information,  but the  mean is  necessarily
a biased estimator of the population due to the character of the simulation
(restricted grid search over -).
34Table 6: MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENT: DEVIATIONS FROM ASSUMPTIONS FOR MEXICO
ln(mlt)  - nt  +  0  ln(ct)  +  a  interestt  +  ut
17t  - 1it-i  +  Et
True  - _  _
Y  Median  Mean*  Median  Mean  Median  Mean
I. Drift in nt  process:
0.4  0.800  0.761  1.0058  0.9987  -0.596  -0.579
0.7  0.950  0.880  1.0301  1.0098  -0.577  -0.591
1.0  1.000  0.978  1.0123  1.0183  -0.033  -0.624
II. AR(1) in tt  process:
0.4  0.825  0.774  1.0027  0.9960  -0.597  -0.588
0.7  1.000  0.967  0.9833  0.9856  -0.602  -0.593
1.0  1.000  1.000  1.0103  1.0148  -0.580  -0.594
III. AR(1) in Vt  process:
0.4  0.975  0.862  0.957  0.9974  -0.596  -0.596
0.7  1.000  0.887  0.9976  0.9973  -0.627  -0.607
1.0  1.000  0.905  1.0147  1.0100  -0.618  -0.615
Notes: See  note in Table 5.  We estimate the  model assuming the  assumptions of the
paper but generate the errors as specified  here. In I the drift is -1/39. In II
and  III  the AR(l)  process  is xt - 0.8xt-, +  ut, where  ut is a white  noise  error
whose variance is such that the varience of the xt is as specified in note to
Table 5.
*:  This column is  included  as  additional information,  but the  mean is  necessarily
a biased estimator of the population due to the character of the simulation
(restricted  grid search over -y).
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37Appendix A: Individual Optimization
The representative consumer maximizes the function
max  EsT pt-S  U(Ct)  (A.1)
subject to the budget constraint
bt  amt 1 p-ti  - -ct-  cth  9t  + bt-,  p-l  t-l+  Yt  (A.2)
To  characterize  the  solution  at  a  given  period,  let  us  define  the  value
function  V  as
V(bt- 1 ,mt- 1) - max  [U(ct)+PEtV(bt,mt)]
(ct , zt  bt )  (A.3)
s.t.  (A.2)
Define the following  notational conventions,
ve= aVbt,  t)  ;  V  at=V(bt'yh)
Substituting  (A.2)  in  (A.3),  the first  order  conditions  for  consumption  and
money must satisfy
U(c )  - Et  V 1 [1+  h|mt  - ]_  m]]t  10
p  Et  {V1 t [-1- h  ,1t=  (A.5)
Applying the envelope theorem to problem (A.3),  we can obtain
V  t-l'O  ( l+tp1)t-EtVlt;  V2,=t-1=  (A.6)
Equation (3)  in the  text  can  be obtained  as follows. Define for  simplicity
the term in square bracket in (A.4) as Ht. If Ht is in the information set in
period t (if Ot  is  known to individuals at the beginning of period t), we can
take  Ht  out of the  expectation  and solve for EtV,t  . Solve the first term in (A.6)
for EtV,.F  and substitute in (A.4).  The term (A.4)  becomes
38UL(ct)  (l+it-,)Pt-.v-  (A.7)
tPt
Leading  (A.7)  one  period,  taking  expectation  as  of  period  t  and
substituting  in  (A.4)  we  obtain
u (ct)  :E(1it)Pt  U/(ct..)  (A.8)
which is equation (3) in the text.
Equation (4)  in the text  can be obtained as follows. Solving  both terms in
(A.6) for EtV 1 t and combining both expressions we obtain
V2,  t-1  v=  (A.9)
Leading the above expression one term and substituting in (A.5)  we have
(A.10)
PEt  (l 1 t  1 It)  hi  8  0
If it is known in the beginning of period t,  then  (A.10)  holds  only  when
(4) in the text holds.
39Appendix  B: Data  Sources  and  Un'it  Root  Tests
The  dcata  SOUICt-, L  :t  t  V  tv  of  :t  1Soc-itis  used  in  the  paper  are  the
followin-ig.
CH IE  .E:
Consu:npti  or:  Quarter'  indlex  o'  to:ii  colsu,pti  n.  [)ata  constructed  by  the
authors  based  onl  0'l  znt  erOl  '1  (f  .11  dot  us  i n:p,  a  regression  (annual
frequelicv"  of  eon;u11pt  ioin  on  the  ii: ,tlf,iv  t'l'  il'g  industr  phtsical  sales  index and
the  real  value  of  i:vpc/r:  s  oi  c  t  'loods  Raw  dat  a  from  Banco  Centr.al  de  Chile
(1989),  Ind(ica(dores  Fcon.o;tico-  Sc.lltJs  I_ 0-V188,  except  data  oil  imports  that
are  from  P . Me11er  aid  M  Ca.  a.'s i1  )  ,  "Est  imaciond  e  las  elasticiidades  precio
e ingreso  de las  import<acioules  chileonas  197.-8.',  Colecci6n  Estudios  CIEPIAN  28).
Money:  Ml  series  (cu,ir rencw.  plus  domand  deposits),  Banco  Central  de  Chile,  op.
cit.
Real  (;DP:  From  P. Meller  anid  Cabezas,  op.  cit.
Consumption  Deflator:  National  (lP. For  19739-89,  Banco  Central  de  Chile,  op.  cit.
For  1974-78,  R.  Cortazar  and  _  . Marshacl1  (1980),  "Indice  de  Precios  al
Consumidor",  Coleccioni  Estudi  cs  CIEHP-AN
Nominal  Interest  Rate:  Effect  ive.'e  mo nIti  hly  interest  rate  paid  on  30-89  days
deposits.  The  basic  data  is  available  mont.hlyl  (average  of  month).  Because  the
published  return  is the  average  of  the montth, we need  to take  a  convention  to
compute  the end-of-quarter  returns.  For eximple,  we compute  the nominal  quarterly
return  for  1975.1  by  composing  the  monthly  returns  of  March,  April  and  June  of
1975.  (Ttherefore the quarterly  returni is  approximately  the  quarter  return  from
March  15  t~o  June  15.)
Population:  IMF,  Intvrn  ition.i,  r intin,ial Stat  lstic.  Thlc  eaar  was  assigned  to
June.  The  other  n,ontlhs  were  com)Tuted  by  geometric  interpolation  between  two
consecutive  wears,  aId  t he  ;u.,.mrtcr  f  - .s  is  tl.e  avelra;t¢e  of  the  months  of  the
quarter.
All  thc series  whiere  coi:.lt,ttvd  tl  I'  US i0ia  tront  Boletin  Mensual,
Banco  Central  doe hile,  S'.er,i  :
MEX  ICO:
Consu:t  iOIl :  Quar-t  0 '>'  i  q-X  ot  . ::  si  ;'  bin.  Indicadoroes  Econoimicos,  Banco
de  Mexico  (Central  B:anik.
Monev:  Ml  series  Kcurr(ircv  pins  &:ia::C  i,jBosits  ,  ndicadores  Economnicos,  Banco
de  Mexico.
Real  C.DP:  Quar-t0  n  index  of  tc  .l  C'.  >.Ci;i  aoris  Feonomi  cos  ,  Banco  de  Mexico
(Central  Bank).
CoIIsu:r.pt  ionI  Deflator-:  Nai:  tii  i  ii.  I:  I',  m  CorIes  Econoicos  ,  Banco  de  Mexico.  The
quarter  index  is  the  avcr.av;e  of  ;,  minr,)hzl,s;  of  time  quarter.
Nomiinal Interest  RateS:  28  daw.is  hrorsr  IOnds  ((  CETES?  . For  the  period  January
1980  to  July  1982,  28  days  CETES  is  not available  and  we use 90  day  CETES  instead
(the  two  rates  are  very  similar  during  the  period  where  both  series  overlap)  . The
basic  data  is  available  mconthij  (aVerage  of  the  mon0th)  on  annrual  basis.  Because
the published  return  is the average  of the month,  we need  to take  a convention
to  compute  the  end-of-quarter  ret.urns.  For  example,  we  compute  the  nominal
quarterly  return  for 1980.1  by composing  the monthly  returns  of March,  April  and
June  of  1980.  (approximately  the re-L-Tl from  March  15 to June  15.)
Population:  See Chile  above.
Unit  root  test  for  the above  series  ar-e  presented  in Table  B.1.
#(-KTable B.1: Unit root tests
t  for  ^-Nortma.lired  Bias
Variable  DF  ADF  DF  ADF
CHILE, 1975.I-1989.I%l
Levels
Ml  -2.60  -2.38  -10.4  - 9.7
Consumption  -2.90  -3.-'41  -16.3  -14.2
Interest  rate  -2.54  -2.52  - 8.5  - 9.8
GDP  -3.18  -3.00  -17.4  -14.2
First Differences
Ml  -8.25  -3.68  -60.6  -65.4
Consumption  -11.86  -3.S.4  -87.2  -55.1
Interest rate  -9.42  -3.83  -71.2  -90.1
GDP  -9.81  -3.55  -76.5  -55.1
MEXICO, 1980.I-1989.III
Levels
Ml  -1.59  -3.00  -6.6  -12.9
Consumption  -2.05  -3.50  -10.0  -14.9
Interest  rate  -'  -':  . -6.5
GDP  -3.87  -. 1:  7  -3.  3  -23.9
First  Differences
Ml  -6  6'  --7  .- 43.  -2.4
ConsumptiOI  -i ,  ,  - ,  ,  ..  2  .9
Interest  rate  -5.(0  -j .''  -55.3  -32.1
GDP  -7.11  .8  '-4  . -27.5
CRITICAL  VALUES  5%  -3,50  -3,  DO  -17.8  -I7.9
Notes:  The  inTte1est  rate  var iiale1-  is  cory'&  cd  as  i'(l4i).  All  variables  are  in
logs.  The  tests  include  a  tim'e  tr-tnTld,  e-XCC)-pt  for  the-  interest  rate.  Critical
values  are  taken  fr-om  W.  Fuller  I'.  >trod4:ic:ion to  Statistical  Time  Series,
New York: Wiley.
.1Appendix C: VAR Estimations for Chile and Mexico
Because  the  evidence  in Appendix  B  indicates  that all  variables  are
integrated, we estimate a VAR in first difference for consumption and interest
rate  variables (log  of  consumption  and i/(l+i)  for  interest  rate).  For simplicity
we use "c" and "i" to identify the above variables in first differences. We
estimated the VAR for up to 4 lags and eliminate the non significant terms (t-
statistics below 1.5 in absolute terms). The final VAR models employed in the
Monte Carlo experiments in Section 4 are:
Chile:
Ait  - -0.00397724 +  0.0513070 Act-,  - 0.0495743 Act- 2 +  0.128060 Act- 4 +  vl
(0.00249283) (0.0387648)  (0.0364862)  (0.033650)
R2  - 0.25  ,  DW - 2.19
Act  - -0.864146 Ait-,  - 0.537972 Ai_t 4 - 0.128645 Act-,  - 0.166917 Act- 3
(0.3058643)  (0.244579)  (0.081435)  (0.095797)
+  0.606918 Act_*  +  V2
(0.089106)
R 2 _ 0.70  ,  DW - 1.48
Var(vl)  - 0.00030378; Var(v 2) - 0.0015666; Cov(v 1, v2) - 0.000009356
Mexicoo
Ait  - - 0.2646354 Ait- 2 - 0.1447472 Act 3 +  V
(0.1641559)  (0.090911)
R2 - 0.13  ,  DW - 1.92
Act  - - 0.467576 Aitl  - 0.5452179 Ait- 3 +  0.5652026 Act- 4 +  V2
(0.213629)  (0.2092376)  (0.1183370)
R2  - 0.56  DW - 1.69
Var(vl)  - 0.00030054; Var(v 2) - 0.0004392; Cov(v 1, v2) - 0.000080285
For every iteration we generate a sample size 100 for Chile and 80 for
Mexico from the above  VAR's. We take the last 60 observations for Chile and the
last 39 for Mexico in order to avoid dependency on starting values.
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